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GolfSafely Premium Golf Cart Divider Installation 

COMPONENTS AT A GLANCE
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INSTALLING THE ROOF STRAP

PREPARING THE DIVIDER

Loop the 2 attachment straps
over and around the golf cart
roof.  Ensure the straps are not
twisted and the GolfSafely logo
is facing downward toward the
seat.  Space the straps to the 
approximate width of the divider,
final adjustments can be
made later.
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Feed the metal rod through the top of the divider1
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Hold  top strap firmly

Pull bottom strap to tighten

Pull  slider to take up slack

Insert strap end through
First slot of the slider6
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Insert metal rod into the loop of the roof strap.
The loop is located between the ladder lock buckle
and the GolfSafely logo.  Do this to both sides.
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Avoid hooking the strap with any sideward tension
The metal rod should gently rest in the loop pocket .
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To ensure maximum life of the roof straps, avoid any tension or pulling of the metal rod on the straps.
The metal rod should gently rest in the loop pocket .
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Final adjustments can now be made
- Retighten the roof straps to avoid sagging
- Centering /placement of the divider can be made by adjusting the roof straps
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Avoid outward pulling
tension on straps

Avoid outward pulling
tension on straps

INSTALLING THE SEAT STRAP

Unhinge one side of the seat

Pull to tighten
Loop strap front to back underneath
the seat

Unhinge one side of the golf cart seat and loop the seat strap under the seat of the golf cart. 
Clip the strap to the divider using the quick release buckle and gently tighten enough that the
divider does not flap around, avoid over tightening as it may cause stress on the metal rod and
roof straps.    

CART SEAT

CART SEAT
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USING THE STORAGE STRAP

For Short term Storage unclip the seat strap, roll the divider toward the roof and clip in place
using the quick release buckle at the top of the divider.

GolfSafely Premium Dividers Care & Maintenance

Cleaning
GolfSafely Dividers are made from an ultra clear  durable Marine Grade Poly vinyl Chloride. It has exceptional UV resistance and can be
cleaned using many household cleaning agents.
  - Mild Detergents such as soap and water and/or Isopropyl Alchohol work well.
  - Other mild sanitizing agents may work, test in a small area before use.

Care
  - Avoid the rod from hooking/pulling onto the loop part of the roof strap, the rod should just lay on the strap, this put unnecessary stress
    on the strap.
  - Tighten and tension the strap by pulling on the “looped strap” as per Step 8 in the instructions. Avoid pulling the strap toward the front
  and back part of the roof to provide tension.
  - We recommend removing the divider in extreme weather conditions or high wind applications.
  - We recommend golf course operators to advise all golfers/patrons using a divider that they are not to tamper or remove the divider.
  - GolfSafely dividers can help prevent the spread of the disease by blocking respiratory droplets however it is not a fool proof
    method of protection against COVID-19 or other infectionous diseases.  Other precauctions shoud be also be used.
  - GolfSafely is not responsible for any improper usage, careless acts or any actions by the golf operators or its customers and patrons.
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For Longer term storage, unclip the seat strap,  Remove the divider from the roof straps
including the metal rod, roll up and store for future use.
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